Bristol Hackspace
Skillshare Introduction Notes.
Take care when using the sapce.
Hackspace is a community of approximately 100 peoplle who make things. It supports creativity so
"things" covers a very wide range. We rely heavily on individuals to maintain safety and cleanliness.
Tools, matrials, and work in progress man not have been left in a safe state and work surfaces may not
have been cleaned.

These events are skill sharing not training.
Presenters are unpaid amateurs not professional trainers. These events are intended to share skills
and expertise with other adult amater makers. They assume you have a basic knowledge about safe
workshop practice. Nothing in these talks is intended to authorise you to work in an unsafe manner.

First aid
Basic first aid and eyewash kit is located near the fire extinguishers in both rooms. Hackspace does not
provide trained first aiders.

Fire
Leave the building immediately if the fire alarm sounds. You are not expected to tackle a fire.
Assembe ovr the road by the Apple Tree pub and let the event orgaiser know before leaving so we can
tell the fire brigade our area is clear.
Fire exits are along the corridor in either direction. The hearest is through the Kitchen.
The fire alarm is a loud siren, it does not have a link to the emergency services.
There is a removable location notice on our fire procedure by the fire extinguishers.
The door in the corner is not a fire exit. It will be left open with the key in the lock while we are in this
room. It may not be at any other time and the key may not be readily available.
In the event of an alarm notify the organiser before leaving the site so we can tell the fire brigade our
area is clear. .

Toilets
In the loading bay along the corridor. Hand on pad to open the final doors.
You need a card to get back along the corridor so leave through the door by the shutter and come back
in the corner door.
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